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SCHEDULE

8:30AM to 9:00AM        Check-in and Breakfast
9:00AM to 10:30AM       Roundtable
10:45AM to 12:15PM      Panel: Facts in Politics
                         Panel: Media Frames and Politics
12:30PM to 1:45PM       Lunch with the Editors (pre-registration only)
2:00PM to 3:30PM        Panel: Technology and Shifts in Media Systems
                         Panel: The Media, Campaigns, and Elections
3:45PM to 5:15PM        Panel: Fake News
                         Panel: Social Media, Entertainment and Politics
5:30PM                  Reception in Honor of Doris Graber
PROGRAM

8:30AM to 9:00AM  Check-in and Breakfast  Rubenstein 306

9:00AM to 10:30AM  Roundtable, Facts, Fiction, and Free Media  Rubenstein 306
Moderator: Morgan Marietta

Kathleen Hall Jamieson, University of Pennsylvania Annenberg School of Communication
Joanne Miller, University of Delaware
Ashley Muddiman, University of Kansas
Travis Ridout, Washington State University

10:45AM to 12:15PM  Panel, Facts in Politics  Rubenstein 306
Chair: Morgan Marietta

Konstantin Vössing, The Quality of Political Information
Discussant: Taylor Carlson

Kirill Bryanov, Unexpectedly Balanced: The Effects of Coverage Valence on Partisan Perceptions of Source Credibility
Discussant: Konstantin Vössing

Benjamin Lyons and Jason Reifler, (You’re) Not Just Asking Questions: Effects of Implicit and Explicit Conspiracy Information
Discussant: Kirill Bryanov

Sarah Oates, When Media Worlds Collide: Using Media Model Theory to Understand How Russia Spreads Disinformation in the United States
Discussant: Jason Reifler

Dapeng Wang, Xia Shi, Chunying Yue, The Misinformation on SMS of a Public Health Event—A PRC Case Study
Discussant: Sarah Oates

Taylor Carlson, Through the Grapevine: Informational Consequences of the Two-Step Flow of Political Communication
Discussant: Dapeng Wang and Chunying Yue

10:45AM to 12:15PM  Panel, Media Frames and Politics  Littauer 280
Chair: Jenifer Whitten-Woodring

Naima Green, Dominika Kruszewska, and Ze Fu, Teargas and Selfie Cams: Foreign Protests and Media in the Digital Age
Discussant: Gabriella Pruitt de Santos

M. Brielle Harbin, Media Depictions of Drug Addiction during the Crack Scare and Opioid Crisis
Discussant: Qin Li
Abigail Jones, Ann Crigler, and Michelle Cornelius, The More Things Change, the More the Media???: An Examination of the Media Framing of Women in the 2018 Election Cycle
Discussant: Emily Pears and Emily Sydnor

Qin Li, The Political Conservativism Effect of Strategic Framing on Social Issues: Evidence from China
Discussant: M. Brielle Harbin

Emily Pears and Emily Sydnor, Creating Trust in Government
Discussant: Abigail Jones and Michelle Cornelius

Gabriella Pruitt de Santos, Mobilizing Coverage: Examining Media Frames of Minority Protests
Discussant: Dominika Kruszewska

12:30PM to 1:45PM   Lunch with the Editors   Bell Hall, 5th floor of Belfer Bldg
**This lunch event is by registration only, provided for early career scholars and anyone interested in discussing publishing with political communication journal editors.**
Moderator: Jenifer Whitten-Woodring

Kevin Arceneaux, Temple University
Journal of Experimental Political Science

Kirby Goidel, Texas A&M University
Social Science Quarterly

Jan Leighley, American University
American Journal of Political Science

Patricia Moy, University of Washington
Public Opinion Quarterly
Oxford Biographies in Communication

Ken Rogerson, Duke University
Routledge Studies in Global Information Politics and Society

Laura Roselle, Elon University
Media, War & Conflict
Routledge Studies in Global Information Politics and Society

Cristian Vaccari, Loughborough University
International Journal of Press/Politics (incoming 2019)

2:00PM to 3:30PM   Panel, Technology and Shifts in Media Systems   Littauer 280
Chair: Jenifer Whitten-Woodring

Rongbin Han, Make China Great Again: Authoritarian Legitimation through Internet Novels
Discussant: Filippo Trevisan

Jessica Feezell, Meredith Conroy, and John K. Wagner, Two Roads Diverged: The Influence of Choice and Algorithm-Driven Media on Political Behavior
Discussant: Kylah Hedding
Discussant: Meredith Conroy and John K. Wagner

Josh McCrain and Greg Martin, *Local News and National Politics*
Discussant: Marc Trussler

Filippo Trevisan and Bryan Bello, *Believe Me, Folks: “Story Banking” and Personalized Advocacy in the Post-2016 Era*
Discussant: Rongbin Han

Marc Trussler, *All the President’s Papers: Broadband Roll-out and the Nationalization of Local Newspaper Coverage*
Discussant: Josh McCrain and Greg Martin

---

2:00PM to 3:30PM  Panel, *The Media, Campaigns, and Elections*  Rubenstein 306
Chair: John Cluverius

Kevin Banda, *Candidate Appearance in Campaign Advertisements*
Discussant: Travis Ridout

Mercedes Calzado, *News Media and Issue Convergence: Crime news and elections*
Discussant: Asuka Matsumoto

Discussant: Elizabeth Stein

Elizabeth Stein, *Breaking the spiral of silence: Pre-electoral media coverage and opposition mobilization in authoritarian elections*
Discussant: Jay Jennings

Asuka Matsumoto, *Internet campaigning in the US and Japan: the fourth estate and its discontents*
Discussant: Mercedes Calzado

Travis Ridout, Erika Franklin Fowler, Michael M. Franz, and Meredith Y. Wang, *Online and Television Ad Deployment in the 2016 Presidential Campaign*
Discussant: Kevin Banda

---

3:45PM to 5:15PM  Panel, *Fake News*  Littauer 280
Chair: Morgan Marietta

Lauren Furey and Christian Manoukian, *Fake News and the Filter Bubble: Exploring the Effects of Aggregated Fake News Recommendation on Young Adults’ Attitudes and Information-seeking Behavior*
Discussant: Jason Turcotte

Delaney Harness, *It’s All Fake News: A Grounded Theory Approach to Fake News and the Individual*
Discussant: Lauren Furey and Christian Manoukian
Jennifer Hopper, *Reports of the Affordable Care Act’s Death have been Greatly Exaggerated: The Politics of Fake News and Health Care Policy*  
Discussant: Delaney Harness

Julia Kamin, *Spreading Partisan News: The Psychology of Selective Sharing on Social Media*  
Discussant: Jennifer Hopper

Ashely Muddiman and Joshua Scacco, *Clickbait Headlines, News Trust, and Political Misperceptions*  
Discussant: Julia Kamin

Discussant: Ashley Muddiman and Joshua Scacco

**3:45PM to 5:15PM  Panel, Social Media, Entertainment and Politics  Rubenstein 306**  
Chair: John Cluverius

Michael Artime, *Some Kind of Marketplace: A Content Analysis of Comment Sections During the Last Days of the 2016 Presidential Election*  
Discussant: Emily Van Duyn and Jessica Collier

Stephen Farnsworth and S. Robert Lichter, *Dominating Late Night: Political Humor and the Donald Trump Presidency*  
Discussant: Dannagal Young

Terri Towner, Bruce Bimber, Shelley Boulainne, Karolina Kock-Michalska, and Amber Lusvardi, *Twitter as Presidential Communication: The Impact of President Trump’s Tweets*  
Discussant: Daniel Kreiss

Emily Van Duyn and Jessica Collier, *The Indifferent Citizen: Appraisals of Indifference in Deliberation*  
Discussant: Michael Artime

Dannagal Young, *Hybridity as a Threat to Uncertainty Reduction: Why Conservatives Think LeBron Should Just "Shut up and Dribble"*  
Discussant: Stephen Farnsworth

Daniel Kreiss, *The Reluctant Self-Regulator: Facebook’s Uneasy Relationship With Political Content and Advertising*  
Discussant: Terri Towner, Shelley Boulainne, and Amber Lusvardi

**5:30PM  Reception in Honor of Doris Graber  Bell Hall, 5th floor Belfer Bldg**

Regina Lawrence, University of Oregon  
Tom Patterson, Harvard University  
Holli Semetko, Emory University